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Abstract 
In an earlier work it was shown how the length of 
the specifidion of a control procedure is affected by 
the availability of sensoy information. In particular, 
it wm shown that this length eon be reduced by a factor 
that depends on the mtio of the size of the entire state 
space to the sire of the set of states for which feedback 
is loeolly effective. In this paper we modify this result 
to ezplain why landmark-bwd navigation through a 
series of intennediay goak eon be beneficial f" a 
eomplezity point of view. We furthermore show h w  to 
choose the resolution of the sensors, i.e. the size of the 
output space, in order to genemte control procedures 
with short dedcription lengths. 
1 Introduction 
In this paper we continue the development begun 
in [5] of understanding how the choice of inputs to 
a dynamical system, e.g. a mobile robot, affects the 
length of the specification of the control procedure. In 
particular, in [5] we saw that when it is possible to use 
feedback in the specification the length can he reduced 
by a factor that depends on the ratio of the size of the 
entire state space to the size of the set of states for 
which feedback is locally dective. This result shows 
how to generate control procedures, with short de- 
seription lengths, that drives the dynamical system 
between given boundary states. However, goals are 
seldom final goals. More often they tend to be inter- 
mediary goals in a grander scheme, which for instance 
is the w e  when mobile robots are navigating using 
landmarks. This paper modifies the results in [5] so 
that this can be taken into account in a systematic 
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way by designing a controller with short description 
length that drives the system between intermediary 
goal states. 
The second topic dong these lines that we i n v s  
tigate in this paper is how to choose the resolution 
and the scope of the range sensors in order to manage 
the task successfully at the same time as we keep the 
description lengths short. It is clear that the size of 
the output space, i.e. the number of observations we 
make, affect the specification lengths of the control 
procedures. It would thus be desirable to come up 
with a theory that prescribes just how many obsenra- 
tions should be made, e.g. a theory that tells us why 
ultrasonic sensors are to prefer over laser scanners in 
some applications, and vice versa. 
To search for short descriptions of control proce- 
dures is a novel enterprise with a broad range of 
potential applications. For instance, in teleoperated 
robotics, the control signals are transmitted over com- 
munication channels in which the presence of channel 
noise makes it preferable to transmit instructions that 
are as short as possible. A related problem arises in 
the area of minimum attention control, where an at- 
tention functional is defined as a measure of the con- 
trol variability. (See for example [Z] . )  The problem 
then becomes that of minimizing the cost functional 
under the additional constraint that the servomech- 
anism should perform in a satisfactory way. It can 
also be argued that this way of imposing complexity 
m a r e s  on control procedures has implications for 
decentralized or embedded control strategies, where 
the idea is to minimize the communication between 
different control modules at the same time as suffi- 
cient information must be available in order for the 
overall system to meet its specifications. 
1.1 Free-Running, Feedback Automata 
In order to formalize the notion of specification 
complexity we focus our attention on the finitely de- 
scribable aspects of finite state machines. The input 
symbols to our finite state machines will be drawn 
from the finite set S, and we use S* to denote the 
set of all words over S, including the empty one. We 
let s E S denote an element in S, and use boldface 
s E S* to denote elements in S*. If we d e h e  the as- 
sociative operation of concatenation on s*, the empty 
word serves as an identity under this operation. Thus 
S* is the free mmoid generated by S. Now, consider 
the finite sets S, U. We will let Su denote the set of 
mappings from U to S, and we use eard(S) for the 
cardinality of s. 
If we let X,V be finite sets, and let 6 E X x x v ,  
then we can identify (X, V,6) with afinite automaton 
(see for example [l, 6]), whose operation is given by 
z t + ~  = 6(zt,vd. 
If we add another finite set Y and a mapping 7 E 
Y x  to the definition, we get an output automaton 
Given a word v E V', where v = vi . . 'up, we use 
(X,Y,V,6,r),wherezr+l = h , ~ d  andyk =r(zt). 
6(2, v) as shorthand for 
6(6(.. ' (J(2, VI) ,  ~ 1 )  ...1 VP-I), up), 
and we let tp denote the word obtained by concate- 
nating v with itself p - 1 times, i.e. u p  = v . .  ' W .  
We now introduce the main object of study, i.e. a 
dynamical system called a free-running, feedback au- 
tomaton, as defined in [5]. The idea is to let such an 
automaton read an input from a given alphabet, and 
then advance the state of the automaton repeatedly 
(frewunning property) without reading any new in- 
puts until an interrupt is triggered. We furthermore 
want to impose additional structure on the input set 
to allow for feedback signals to be used. Hence a FRF- 
automaton is a free-running automaton whose input 
alphabet admits the structure C = V x K x T ,  where V 
is a finite set, K c Vyxv, and 7 c {O, l }y .  Thus the 
input to a FRF-automaton is a triple (U, K ,  T ) ,  where 
v E V,K: Y x V + V, and 7 :  Y -i { O , l } .  
De5nition 1.1 (%-Running, Feedback Automa- 
ton) Let X,Y be finite sets and lets : X x V -t X, 7 : 
X + Y be given functions. Let E = V x K x 7, where 
V is a finite aet, K c Vyxv, and 7 c {O, l } y .  We 
say that (X, E, Y, 6 , ~ )  U a free-running, feedback au- 
tomaton whose euolution equation is 
zttl = a(zt,s,(~(z~),v1~)), 
given the inputstring(vl,cl,n)...(vp,~,Tp) E C*. 
It should be noted that the freerunning property of 
the FRF-automata implies that they can, in general, 
he guided along a path using fewer instructions than 
the classical 6nite automata. However, since the input 
set to a finite automaton is a finite set V, while the 
input set to the corresponding FRF-automaton is of 
t h e f o n n V x K x T , w h e r e K C V Y x V , T C  { O , l } y ,  
the input set has a higher cardinality in the latter of 
these cases. Any reasonable mwure  of the complex- 
ity of a control procedure must take the size of the 
input space into account since the number of bits r e  
quired to code a word over a given alphabet typically 
depends logarithmically on the size of the alphabet. 
(See for example [4].) This dependency is captured in 
a natural way if we define the specification complexity 
of a control procedure as the description length of the 
input sequence. 
Definition 1.2 (Description Length) Consider a fi- 
nite set S. We say that a words E S' has description 
length 
%S) = l ~ l  log,(m4S)), 
whew Is1 is the length of s. 
Delnition 1.3 (Specification ComplQity) Consider 
a FRF-automaton, A ,  With state space X and input 
set E. Let U be the word of minimal description length 
over C that drives the automaton between two given 
states zo,zf E X. We then say that the task of driu- 
ing A between zo and zf has specification wmplezity 
C(A,zo,zj) = D ( u , C ) .  
2 Specification Complexity 
We here review the main result from [5] in order to 
see how the complexity of the instructions can be r e  
duced when using landmark-based navigation. Since 
the cardinality of the input set depends on the size of 
the domain of the feedback mapping, a smaller domain 
can be expected to reduce the compledty. In order 
to make this observation rigorous, we need to intro- 
duce the notions of ballistic reachability and control- 
invariant reachability: A set X. C X is ballistically 
reachable f" z if there edsts a v E V such that 
6(z,vq) E X. for some q E Z+. Furthermore, X, 
is ballistically reachable from X, C X if there ex- 
ists a v E V such that for all z € Xt it  holds that 
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6(z,vq(')) E X. for some q(z) E Z+. An element 
z E X. C X is said to be control-invarianffy reachable 
in X, if it can be reached from all states in X, without 
the trajectory leaving X,. 
Now, in order to compare purely open-loop con- 
trol, i.e. when no observations are made, with a situ- 
ation where sensory information is available we must 
be able to generate open-loop motions on the FRF- 
automata. It is clear that the input sequence uoi = 
(ul,~~l,~~i)...(u*,~~l,~~l) E E*  where K & , d  = 
U Vu E V, y E Y, T&) = 1 Vy E Y achieves this. 
However, this word has length q, and it is drawn from 
theinputalphabet C = V x V Y x V ~ { O , l } Y , ~ d t h u s  
the description length is D(u.t,C) = qlog,(card(C)). 
But, this is clearly not the result we would like to 
have. Instead we can restrict the input alphabet to 
be C.1 = V x { I C ~ ~ }  x { T ~ I } ,  which has cardinal- 
ity card(V). The description length of ud is now 
D(uo~,Eot) = qlog,(card(V)), relative to the smaller 
input set Col.  
Consider the connected, classical, finite automaton 
A = (X, V, a). We recall that the bockwards eccentric- 
ity of a state, ecc(A, z), denotes the minimum number 
of instructions necessary for driving the automaton 
from any other state to z. (See for example [3].) We 
furthermore let the mdius of A be given by 
radius(A) = minecc(A,z). 
Now consider the FRF-automaton A. If we let 
c(A,z) = maxC(A,zo,z), 
SEX 
.OEX 
then we directly get that 
c ( A . 1 , ~ )  2 rudius(A) log,(card(V)), 
where A.1 is the FRF-automaton (X,Y,C.1,6,7), and 
A is the classid automaton (X,V,6). 
Theorem 2.1 (Egerstedt and Bmckett 151) Assume 
that card(V) 22. Suppose that zf E Xf, where Xf is 
on observable subset for definite automaton A, i.e. it 
i s  possibIe to construct an observer that converges in a 
finite number of steps on the subset Xf. Assume that 
card(7(Xf)) < card(Xf) and  XI) n 7(X\Xf) = 0. 
If Xf is ballistimlly reachable from X\Xf, and zf is 
control-invarianffy rmchable in Xf, then there ezista 
o FRF-outomoton AFI(F = (X,Y,E',6,7) such that 
3 Navigation .Using Landmarks 
It is clear that the premise on which the previ- 
ous theorem is based is too restrictive to capture 
the desired chained structure that intermediary goals 
give rise to. Instead we need to extend the tra- 
jectories from Theorem 2.1 through a chain of goal 
states. This can be achieved by assuming that we 
work with an automaton where subsetohservers can 
be designed around different states, i.e. the intermedi- 
ate goals. We also assume that the sets on which the 
observers are defined are ballistically reachable from 
each other. We could then use open loop control for 
driving the system between these sets on the parts of 
the state space where the lack of sensory information 
prevents dective use of feedbaek. We compliment this 
with feedback controllers on the subsets where subset 
observers can be constructed. 
However, before we are ready to formulate this as 
a theorem, some comments about subsetobservers 
should be made. Consider the finite automaton 
(X,Y,V,6,7). We define the output sequence mop 
0: Z+ x x x vy -$ Yf as 
O(P,z,w) = + I )  .7(z2)...7(zp)r 
where w : Y --t V, and z1 = 2, x2 = 
J(ZI,W(T(ZI))),... , ~p = 6(zp-1IW(7(zp-1))). Note 
that in the output sequence map 11 . y~ denotes the 
concatenation of the letters y1 and y2 from the finite 
alphabet Y, and 0(p,z,w) E YP c.Y', where YP is 
the set of words of length p over Y. 
Definition 3.1 (Observable Subset) Consider the fi- 
nite outomoton (X ,Y ,  V,6,7). A subset X, C X such 
that 7(X,) fl 7(X\Xg) = 0 is said to be observable if 
there &t o positive integer Pob. and a Wob. : Y + V 
thot satisfies the following conditions: 
O(Pob,,zl,wobs) # O(Pobar22rWobr)r Vzl ,22  E 
X,,zi # za; 
s Ebr all z1 E X, it follows that z1 E X,, q = 
I,... ,Pobs. where22 =6(zl,Woba(7(zl))), 23 = 
a b ,  wab.d7(~2))), ... 
Definition 3.2 (Subset-Observer Automaton) Con- 
sider the finite automaton A = (X,Y,V,&r), where 
X, c X is on obsenrable subset. (Z,O,R,g, h), where 
z,O arefinite sets, Q = VxVox", g : ZxYxR --t Z, 
and h : Z x Y -t 0 w a subset-observw automaton 
to A if there &ta a w = (U, w) E R such that the 
following conditions hold: 
21+1 = 6(zr,w(ot,u)),  Yk = dzt)  
Zt+l = g(zk?L'k,W(oA-,'J)), 'Jk = h(Zk,Yk) 
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gives that the curpent state in 2 can be mapped 
uniquely to the c u m n t  state in X after suficiently 
many itemtions. Abo, for all 21 E X ,  it holds 
that zp E X,, q = 1,. .. ,pob., where x2 = 
~ ( z I , w ( o ~ , v ) ) ,  zs = S ( ~ ~ , W ( O ~ , V ) ) ,  and so on. 
Elom [SI we have the following result, presented in 
a form modified for the purpose of this paper: 
Lemma 3.1 (Subset-Observers [5]) Let X ,  c X be 
an observable subset to the finite automaton A = 
( X , Y ,  V,6,7). Then a subset-obseruer automaton 
(Z,O,fl,g, h) to A can always be constructed with 
state space of cnrdinality less than or equal to 1 + 
Theorem 3.1 (Nauigation Using Landmarks) As- 
sume that card(V) _> 2. Let the sets X I ,  ... , X ,  be 
disjunct, observable aubseta with canfinality less than 
or equal to C, where mrd( r (X i ) )  < C, i = 1, .  . . ,n, 
dxi) n 7(X\Xi) = 0, r(xi) n 7(X , )  = 0 ,  i # j .  Let 
zf E X,, be control-invariantly renchable in X,, and 
let X I  be ballistidly reachable from zo. Assume that 
there ezista intermediary goals z, E X i ,  i = 1,. . . ,n- 
1 such that zi is control-invariantly reachable in X i  
and X ~ + I  is bdlisticnlly reachable from z;. Then there 
ezists a FRF-automaton AFRF = ( X ,  Y, C', 6 , ~ )  such 
m r d ( d X g ) )  + u r d ( X g ) .  
Proof: The proof is based on a combination of the 
proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 respectively, 
that can be found in [5]. We let C' = {8} x V o  x 
{O,l}O, where 0 is the stat&space of the observer 
obtained by combining the subset-observers defined 
on the different observable subsets, and where 8 is any 
arbitrary 8 E V.  It is already shown in [5] that it is 
possible to drive this FRF-automaton from any initial 
state to xf using only one input. 
An upper bound on the size of the input space can 
be derived from Lemma 3.1 as 
6 (2cnrd(V))CL*('+C"d(7(X'))+Cord(Xi)) 
- < ~ a r d ( V ) * " ~ .  
Now, since C(A,r,+f) 2 radius(A)log,(mrd(V)), 
The theorem thus follows. 
One conclusion to be drawn from Theorem 3.1 is 
that the increase in description length, caused by 
the summation over many intermediate goals, can be 
counter-acted by making the sets where feedback is 
effective small. In the mobile robot case, this would 
correspond to using many easily detectable landmarks 
as a basis for the navigation system. 
4 Sensor Selection 
Another issue that can be tackled within the speci- 
fication complexity context is how sensor selection for 
mobile robots affects the description lengths of the 
control procedures. In other words, we want to be 
able to determine which observations to make. For 
this we assume that the state space is defined on a 
bounded lattice, which is reasonable in mobile robot 
applications. 
4.1 Lattice Automata 
Consider alattice L in Zd with the Manhattan met- 
ric defined on it, i.e. if 2 1 , ~ ~  E L: then M(zl ,zz)  is 
given by the number of transitions along edges that 
one needs to make in order to go from z1 to za. If we 
assume that from a given node we allow transitions 
along all adjacent edges, then the input set U has car- 
dinality card(U) = 2d, where d 2 2 is the dimension 
of the lattice. 
We now introduce the concept of a k-sensor. The 
idea is that if we have a k-sensor we can, from any state 
ZO, directly observe all states z such that M(z0,z) 5 
k. The number of such states that we can observe are 
given by 2dk, if we exclude zo itself. 
Let us now w u m e  that the state space is given by a 
bounded lattice, ts, forming a hypercube in Zd, and 
that we have a method for distinguishing boundary 
states from non-boundary states in the lattice, i.e. we 
can determine whether a node is on the boundary of 
the lattice or not. Since we can observe all states of 
distance less than or equal to k from the goal with our 
k-sensor, we get the output space 
y k  = {%b,ek,zo, .. . . z z d k } ,  
where n denotes 'no boundary", b denotes '%bound- 
ary", ek denotes "not k-close to the goal", and the 
remaining outputs correspond to the 2dk + 1 states 
that are visible from the god, as long as the goal state 
satisfies M ( z g , z b )  2 k for all boundary states 20. 
Since we have already established that card(U) = 
2d our entire input space has cardinality 
card@) = Zd(2d)2d'+'2zd'+4, 
and the associated FRF-automaton becomes: 
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Definition 4.1 (Lattice Automaton) Let the automa- 
ton A L ~  be given by (,C~,C,y*,6,7), where LB is a 
hypercubical lattice, C = U x (Iyb x {O,I}%, with 
card(U) = 2d. firthermore, 6 : CB x U -+ Lg and 
7 : ICs -+ Y; are directly induced by the lattice struc- 
ture of the state space. 
Since a bounded lattice is a traceable gmph (see for 
example [4]), i.e. it admits a Hamiltonian, or spanning 
path that visits each node exactly once then the worst 
case number of instructions, necessary for intersecting 
a goal state at an unknown location, in the open-loop 
case, is card@). However, the question that needs to 
be answered is how many instructions suffice in the 
closed-loop, free-running case. 
Lemma 4.1 Given the FRF-automaton in Definition 
4.1 with a goal point that satisfies M ( z , , z b )  2 k for 
all boundary states Z b .  Then it is possible to tmverse 
the lattice and intersect the w .on  containing the 2dk+ 
1 states amund zg using less than o r  equal to 
instructions. Furthermore, when the goal is  uisi- 
ble it can be reached using only one instruction, i.e. 
in the closed-loop case we get an upper bound' of 
(2/k)d-'card(X)(d-1)/d + 1 instructions. 
Pmof: Along each dimension, a total of card(X)'ld 
nodes can be visited. We first assume, without loss 
of generality, that we traverse a 2-dimensional layer of 
the state space, starting at the "south-western" cor- 
ner. Then we can move along the y-axis using only one 
instruction, until a boundary state is intersected. We 
then move k steps "east" along the z-axis, and repeat 
this procedure until the entire 2-dimensional lattice- 
plane is traversed, giving us a total of 2(card(X)'ld)/k 
instructions. 
Now, by repeating this along the remaining dimen- 
sions we directly get a total number of 
instructions, and the lemma follows. 
It should be noted that since the proof of Lemma 
4.1 is constructive, we have no guarantee that this is 
in fact the shortest procedure on the average. Instead 
it is merely a construction that serves as a tool when 
we discuss how to actually choose the value of k in our 
k-sensor. 
4.2 Optimal Sensor Selection 
In light of Lemma 4.1, the emnplezity ratio between 
the specification complexities associated with the free- 
running, closed-loop case and the purely open-loop 
case becomes 
(( :)d-'~.rd(X)ld-')/d+l) (l+log2 d+(2d'+4)(2+log2 d)) 
eord(X)(l+log, d )  
Now, let k take on values over the reals and assume 
that card(X) and dare  b e d .  Then the second deriva- 
tive of the numerator in the complexity ratio is of the 
form 
C(k) + D(k) (lnd - i) , 
where C ( k )  and D(k) are positive, which implies that 
f (k) is convex as long as k > 2/ Ind, as seen in Figure 
1, and we state this fact as a proposition. 
" m p w l y  mea 1d.z. udm=l"o) 
Figure 1: The ratio between the closed-loop and open- 
loop specification complexity is shown as a function of 
k. 
Proposition 4.1 (Optimal Sensor Selection) 
Given the FRF-automaton in Definition 4.i. Then 
there ezists a (not necessarily unique) value k* E Z+ 
such that k* minimizes the complezity mtio. 
However, if we observe directional information in- 
stead of the actual states, i.e. we perform some pre- 
processing of the data, we can think of this a+ hav- 
ing a new output set p;, with cardinality card(p;) = 
2d+ 3, since we have 2d directions to the goal that we 
can observe, together with the three original outputs 
{et,b,n}. This can thus be thought of as adding a 
preprocessor to the sensor that performs a very struc- 
tured data compression that only keeps angular but 
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no radial information. Our new FRF-automaton thus 
becomes: 
Delbi t ion 4.2 Let the FRF-automaton 2cB be given 
by(Cs,C,?ki,6,3, whereCB andC aregiveninDef- 
inition 4.1, and Yb is given an the previous panagmph. 
In this "preprocessing" case the complexity ratio 
becomes 
(( t)'-'cdrd(X)(d-')/d+l) (I+(ad+3)(f+log2 d)+log, d) 
cord(X)(l+log2 d) 




-(d - 1) 
where F(d) is positive for all d, which implies that 
the derivative is negative for all positive k. Hence the 
ratio is monotonously decreasing, which is consistent 
with Figure 2. 
Proposition 4.2 In the "preprocessing" case, i.e. 
given the FRF-automaton in Definition 4.2, the com- 
plm'ty ratio denoases monotonously ink. 
Remark 4.1 What this implies i s  thot in the prepm- 
cessing case, the stronger the smor  the better. 
Figure 2: In this figure it is shown that in the 
preprocessing case, the complexity ratio decreases 
monotonously in k. 
how the speciIi&ion complexity of the control pro- 
cedure for driving a mobile robot can be reduced if 
the robot t r a m e s  through a collection of intmnedi- 
ary goal states. This is the case when robots navigate 
using landmarks, or when directional instructions are 
based on easily recognizable waypoints. 
Secondly, it is shown how it is possible to evalu- 
ate the performance of particular sensors (or more 
specifically, the size of the output alphabet) within 
this framework. This has implications to both how 
mobile robots should be controlled, as well as how to 
design these vehicles in terms of sensor selection. A 
natural extension of this result would be to investigate 
the choice of the input set U as well. This would thus 
provide a unified treatment of actuator and sensor se 
lection, as well ea control design. 
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5 Conclusions 
The results reported in this paper extends those 
in [5] in two specific areas. First of all, it is shown 
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